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Several missense mutations in the coding region of angiogenin (ANG) gene have been identified in
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) patients. These mutations lead to loss of either ribonucleolytic activity
or nuclear translocation activity or both of ANG (protein encoded by ANG gene) causing ALS. We present
here a cohesive and comprehensive picture of the molecular origins of functional loss of all ALS associated
ANG mutants, emerging via extensive molecular dynamics simulations. Our method effectively predicts
that conformational change of His114 results in loss of ribonucleolytic activity and that reduction of solvent
accessible surface area of nuclear localization signal residues 31RRR33 results in loss of nuclear translocation
activity. These predictions hold true, without exception, for all ANG mutants studied and can be employed
to infer whether a new ANG mutation is causative of ALS or benign ahead of experimental findings.

A
myotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS, OMIM #105400) is a fatal progressive neurodegenerative disorder
affecting upper and lower motor neurons (MNs). It is characterized by the selective loss of MNs in the
motor cortex, brain stem and spinal cord, consequently leading to paralysis and death, usually between 3–

5 years of diagnosis1,2. Most of the ALS cases are sporadic with no knowledge of its cause while ,10% of them are
familial. The etiology and mechanisms underlying this debilitating disease are poorly understood. There is no
primary therapy for this disorder at present, and the only available drug for treatment is an antiglutamatergic
compound, riluzole, which merely extends lifespan by a few months but has no crucial effect on improving the
symptoms. As most of the ALS cases are sporadic, there is a need to understand the underlying mechanisms,
which may lead to the development of a successful therapy. Genetic factors have emerged as one of the key causes
contributing to ALS etiology. An increasing number of ALS associated genes have been identified recently. Until
now, mutations in the SOD1 gene were reported to be one of the major known causes of ALS1. SOD1 mutations are
found in both sporadic and familial ALS patients and studied in great detail. Recently, mutations in several other
genes including FUS/TLS, VAPB, ANG, TARDBP, FIG4 and a hexanucleotide-repeat expansion (GGGGCC) in
the C9ORF72 have been identified to be the causative genetic factors of adult onset of ALS1,3. Other risk factors
have also been identified, through genetic association studies, which include deletions or insertions in the
neurofilament heavy chain gene, hetereochromatosis gene (HFE) and paraoxonase-1 (PON1) in ALS1–4.

Since the first report of Greenway et al.5, ANG has emerged as one of the key genes in ALS. ANG encodes the
angiogenin protein (ANG), a 14.1 kDa polypeptide, which induces neovascularization6 and has 33% sequence
identity with bovine pancreatic RNase A. ANG is angiogenic due to the presence of two functional sites such as the
receptor-binding site (60NKNGNPHREN68) and the nuclear localization signal (29IMRRRGL35) using which it binds
to its target cells and undergoes nuclear translocation respectively; the residues His13, Lys40 and His114 serve as the
catalytic triad for ribonucleolytic activity6,7. The three functional sites of ANG are presented in Figure 1. It has been
shown that wild-type ANG (WT-ANG) has a wide tissue distribution and is strongly expressed in both endothelial
cells, and MNs in fetal and adult spinal cord of humans8. WT-ANG acts as a neuroprotective factor because it
determines the physiology and health of MNs by inducing angiogenesis, stimulating neurite outgrowth and path-
finding and protecting MNs from hypoxia-induced death8,9. Several reports on heterozygous missense mutations of
ANG and consequent experimental functional assays have shown that ANG insufficiency and loss-of-functions due
to these mutations lead to ALS pathogenesis. Functional assay experiments carried out by Wu et al.8 showed that
three mutants (K17I, S28N, P112L) identified from North American ALS patients are associated with loss of
angiogenic activity and concluded that loss of either ribonucleolytic activity or nuclear translocation activity or
both ensue in the loss of angiogenic function, which in turn stimulates ALS. Crabtree et al.10 performed the
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ribonucleolysis assay of seven ANG mutants identified from Irish and
Scottish ALS patients and showed that these mutants lost their ribo-
nucleolytic activity. These results demonstrated that compromised
angiogenic activity due to missense mutations is associated with ALS
pathogenesis and progression.

We carried out earlier a preliminary study using molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations to understand functional loss mechan-
isms of certain ANG mutants and their correlation with ALS7. We
followed this up with a comprehensive analysis of all known mutants.
While this manuscript is being prepared, an experimental study on
11 ALS associated ANG mutants was reported11, which corroborates
our findings and offers an opportunity to critically assess the mole-
cular dynamics based strategy to decipher the role of missense
mutations.

In this report, we present results of a series of MD simulations, and
infer the functional loss mechanisms of all known ALS associated
ANG mutants listed in Table 1. Mutations located proximal to or
located at the catalytic triad with their obvious role in loss of ribo-
nucleolytic activity and those present in the signal peptide region are
however not considered in this study. The sites of mutations of all the
ANG mutants studied are presented in Figure 1. We find that the loss
of ribonucleolytic activity in ALS associated ANG mutants is due to a
characteristic conformational change of catalytic residue His114 and
loss of nuclear translocation activity is due to local folding, and hence
decrease in solvent accessible surface area (SASA), of nuclear local-
ization signal residues 31RRR33. The close match between simulation
results and reported experimental data establishes the strength of this
method and its application as a predictive tool to determine if an
ANG mutation is deleterious or benign, and if deleterious, the prob-
able mechanism of its loss-of-functions.

Results
Functional evaluation of ANG mutants. Ribonucleolytic activity of
ANG mutants. The ribonucleolytic activity of ANG is governed by
the catalytic triad comprising residues His13, Lys40 and His114. To
investigate the structural and dynamic changes of the catalytic

Figure 1 | Cartoon representation of human angiogenin showing its
functional sites and missense mutations found in ALS patients. All the

reported ALS associated angiogenin (PDB ID: 1B1I) mutations are labeled

and represented as stick model (lime green color). The three key functional

sites of human angiogenin (nuclear localization signal, receptor binding

site and catalytic triad) are also shown. Angiogenin protein: sky blue color,

nuclear localization signal: orange color, receptor binding site: violet color

and catalytic triad of angiogenin: blue and grey stick models.

Table 1 | Detailed list of human angiogenin mutations reported in ALS patients with their corresponding loss-of-functions data from reported
experiments and our MD simulations

Human ANG
mutation

Experimental findings from literatures MD simulation results Remarks Reference

Ribonucleolytic
activity

Nuclear translocation
activity

Ribonucleolytic activity Nuclear
translocation activity

K17I# Loss8,10,11 No loss8,11 Loss7 No loss7 31–35
S28N# Loss8,11 Loss8,11 Loss7 Loss7 8
P112L# Partial loss8,11 Loss8,11 Partial loss7 Loss7 8
I46V Partial loss10,11 No loss11 Partial loss No loss 31, 32, 35–39
K17E Partial loss10,11 No loss11 Partial loss No loss 31
R31K Minor loss10,11 No loss10,11 Minor loss No loss 31
V103I Not reported Not reported No loss Loss 40
D22G Not reported Not reported Loss No loss 41
V113I# Minor loss11 Transient activity11 No loss7 Loss7 37
Q12L* Loss10,11 No loss11

*MD simulations not performed

*Located near His13 31
C39W* Loss10,11 Not reported *Located near Lys40 31
K40I* Loss10,11 No loss11 *Mutation of Lys40 31, 5
H114R* Loss11 No loss11 *Mutation of His114 37
F-13S* Not reported Not reported *Not located in mature ANG 37, 38
F-13L* Not reported Not reported *Not located in mature ANG 35
M-24I* Not reported Not reported *Not located in mature ANG 37, 38
P-4S* Not reported Not reported *Not located in mature ANG 37, 8
R121C Not reported Not reported No loss No loss SOD1-G93D patient with

R121C-ANG mutation
23

R121H No loss11 Transient activity11 No loss Loss 36
K54E No loss11 Not reported No loss Loss 35
T80S Not reported Not reported Loss No loss 32, 44
F100I Not reported Not reported No loss Loss 32, 44
N49S Not reported Not reported Minor loss No loss 42
L35P# Not reported Not reported Loss7 Loss7 43
K60E# Not reported Not reported No loss7 No loss7 43
#ANG mutants for which simulation results are presented in reference 7.
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residues in ALS associated ANG mutants, we have visualized the
catalytic triad using VMD12. It was observed that the conformation
of catalytic residue His114 changed significantly in I46V, K17E,
R31K, D22G, N49S and T80S ANG mutants. It was noticed that
this conformational change was most severe in case of D22G
mutant followed by T80S, I46V, K17E, R31K and N49S mutants.
Snapshots of mutants showing conformational change of the
catalytic residue His114 are presented in Figure 2. Two snapshots
per mutant (one at 0 ns and another at 25 ns of the molecular
dynamics trajectories) for which there is a conformational change
of His114 are presented in Figure 2a. Similarly, in Figure 2b, two
snapshots at 0 ns and 25 ns are displayed for the mutants, which do
not show any conformational change of His114. The change in
conformation of His114 was computed quantitatively and the

HA-CA-CB-CG dihedral angle change of His114 was determined
for all the ANG mutants (Figure 3). We observed a change in
dihedral angle from the mean 280u position (for WT-ANG) to -
179u for the mutants I46V, K17E, R31K, D22G, T80S and N49S and
none for V103I, K54E, F100I, R121C and R121H (Figures 3a and 3b).

We examined the frequency of conformational switching of
His114 over all the frames of MD simulation for each of the mutants
and compared these with the WT-ANG frequency (Figure 4). We
observed that the mutants I46V, K17E and R31K, for which the loss
of ribonucleolytic activity has been experimentally verified10, the
conformational frequency of His114 between 280u to 2100u is
much lower than that for WT-ANG. There is a simultaneous increase
in conformational frequency shift in dihedral angle between 2160u
to 2180u. Likewise, for the mutants K54E and R121H, we observed

Figure 2 | Conformational change of His114 in ALS associated ANG mutants. (a) Observed conformational change of catalytic residue His114 during

MD simulations of ALS associated ANG mutants (I46V, K17E, R31K, D22G, N49S and T80S) is presented. Time 0 ns represents the start of production

phase after equilibration and 25 ns represents the end of production phase. (b) Observed stable and native conformation of catalytic residue His114

during MD simulations of certain ALS associated ANG mutants (V103I, K54E, F100I, R121C and R121H) is presented. Time 0 ns represents the start of

production phase after equilibration and 25 ns represents the end of production phase.
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that conformational frequency of His114 was between 280u to
2100u, similar to WT-ANG (Figure 4).

We further observed that mutations distal to the functional sites of
ANG influenced the conformation of His114 through a conserved
hydrogen bond interaction path. The conserved path was deter-
mined by tracing hydrogen bond interactions between the muta-
tional site and His114 using a bond length cut-off # 3.2 Å,
averaged over individual MD trajectories of the mutants. The hydro-
gen bond interactions were computed using UCSF CHIMERA pack-
age13 and visualized using Cytoscape14. For mutants I46V, K17E,
R31K, D22G, N49S and T80S, we found the shortest paths from
the mutational sites Val46, Glu17, Lys17, Gly22, Ser49 and Ser80
respectively (Figure 5). However, in case of mutants K54E, F100I,
R121C and R121H, no hydrogen bond interaction path from the site
of mutation to His114 were identified. In the case of V103I, a differ-
ent shortest hydrogen bond connecting path from Ile103 to His114
was identified (Figure 6). In all the connecting paths for the mutants
showing conformational change of His114, we noticed that the per-
centage hydrogen bond occupancy between residues His114-Ala106
and Ala106-Val113 increased significantly compared to mutants
retaining ribonucleolytic activity.

Previous experimental results showed that Leu115 is a key residue
responsible for weak ribonucleolytic activity while Thr44 helps in
substrate recognition15. In the case of D22G mutant, which exhibited
severe conformational change in His114, the path passes through
only Leu115. However, for mutants I46V, K17E and R31K which

retained partial ribonucleolytic activity10, the hydrogen bond inter-
action path from the site of mutation to His114 passed through both
Leu115 and Thr44, and even for N49S which exhibited the shortest
duration of conformational change in His114. A different hydrogen
bond interaction path was observed for T80S, passing directly
between Ser80 and Thr44 leading to His114 (Figure 5). The percent-
age hydrogen bond occupancy values between Thr44-Thr80 and
Asp116-Ser118 pair of residues, known to be important factors for
weak ribonucleolytic activity15, were calculated from the MD traject-
ories of WT-ANG and the mutants and presented in Supplementary
Table S1.

Docking analysis to ascertain loss of ribonucleolytic activity. From our
simulation results, we found that the catalytic residue His114 of
mutants I46V, K17E, R31K, D22G, T80S and N49S changed its con-
formation from WT-ANG native state but it did not for mutants
V103I, K54E, F100I, R121C and R121H (Figures 3a and 3b). To
correlate this change in conformation of catalytic residue His114
with loss of ribonucleolytic activity in certain mutants, docking
simulations were performed using ParDOCK16–19. NCI-65828, which
is an inhibitor of ribonucleolytic activity of ANG, was used for dock-
ing of mutant ANG proteins20. Snapshots of ANG mutants were
captured at both native and altered His114 conformations from
MD trajectory and docked against NCI-65828. It was found that
the binding free energies averaged over the respective trajectories
were significantly lower for the mutants exhibiting conformational

Figure 3 | HA-CA-CB-CG dihedral angle change of His114 from MD simulations of ALS associated ANG mutants. (a) Computed change in

HA-CA-CB-CG dihedral angle of catalytic residue His114 from MD simulation as a function of time. ANG mutants (I46V, K17E, R31K, D22G, N49S and

T80S) exhibited change in dihedral angle of His114 and subsequently loss of ribonucleolytic activity. (b) Computed change in HA-CA-CB-CG dihedral

angle of catalytic residue His114 from MD simulation as a function of time for WT-ANG and mutants V103I, K54E, F100I, R121C and R121H. Stable

dihedral angle of His114 throughout simulations for these mutants suggests no loss of ribonucleolytic activity.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Figure 4 | Frequency of characteristic conformational change in His114 dihedral angle. The frequency of conformational change of His114 for all the

ANG mutants is presented. The panels show a comparison of the frequency of conformational change in His114 dihedral angle of WT-ANG (red bars)

with ANG mutants (blue bars).

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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switching of His114 compared to WT-ANG and mutants retaining
the native His114 conformation. The computed binding free energy
averaged over the simulation of each docked conformation is pre-
sented in Supplementary Table S2.

Nuclear translocation activity of ANG mutants. The loss of nuclear
translocation activity of ANG mutants was investigated by comput-
ing the SASA. The SASA of the nuclear localization signal residues
(31RRR33) was calculated as these residues are located on the protein
surface and largely accessible to solvent. As the 31RRR33 have been
known to play a significant role in nuclear translocation activity21,22,
SASA were calculated for all ANG mutants from their respective MD
trajectories. It was found that WT-ANG and mutants I46V, K17E,
R31K, D22G, N49S, T80S and R121C have higher SASA values
compared to mutants V103I, K54E, F100I and R121H (Figures 7a
and 7b).

Discussion
Loss of ribonucleolytic activity or nuclear translocation activity or
both are correlated with ALS in patients with certain ANG muta-
tions7. We asked if the conformational switching of His114, the
conserved hydrogen bond interaction path and the reduction of
SASA in ANG mutants were global attributes that could be used to
predict if new mutations were deleterious. We carried out MD simu-
lations to determine which of the known mutations caused confor-
mational switching of catalytic residue His114 and folding of nuclear
localization signal residues 31RRR33.

We first consider the predictions of loss (or not) of ribonucleolytic
activity of ANG mutants. Simulation results showed that the His114
residue in I46V, K17E, R31K, D22G, N49S and T80S ANG mutants,
acquired the altered conformation of 2179u (Figure 2a) measured
quantitatively by HA-CA-CB-CG dihedral angle (Figure 3a).
Mutants I46V, K17E and R31K, for which a partial loss of ribonu-
cleolytic activity was reported10, exhibited change in conformation of
His114 over shorter durations. We calculated the shift in conforma-
tional frequency of His114 over the 25 ns period and observed that
these mutants showed a distinctly lower frequency compared to WT-
ANG between 280u and 2100u dihedral angle. These mutants also
show conformational frequency between 2160u and 2180u, and
between 160u and 180u, which are absent in WT-ANG. These obser-
vations correlate with VMD visualizations of His114 conformational
switching (Figure 4). Crabtree et al.10 also reported that R31K mutant

showed no appreciable loss of ribonucleolytic activity and yet was
associated with ALS. The conformational frequency analysis carried
out by us shows that this mutant would exhibit only partial loss of
ribonucleolytic activity. We observed a significant conformational
change in His114 dihedral angle during VMD visualization for
mutants D22G and T80S, whereas, the observed change was not
significant for N49S mutant. Hence, the N49S mutant may be linked
to ALS by a minor loss of ribonucleolytic activity (Figures 2a, 3a and
4). The other ANG mutants V103I, K54E, F100I, R121C and R121H
did not exhibit any conformational change of His114 (Figures 2b and
3b) and exhibited conformational frequencies similar to WT-ANG
(Figure 4), suggesting these mutations may not cause loss of ribonu-
cleolytic activity. We also observed that the conformational fre-
quency of His114 for mutant R121H between 280u and 2100u
dihedral angle was higher than WT-ANG, indicating that this
mutant may possess a higher ribonucleolytic activity11. Overall, our
predictions for the loss of ribonucleolytic activity of ANG mutants
correlate well with reported experimental results.

It is interesting to note that most ANG mutations identified in ALS
patients are structurally remote from the functional sites except a few
which are mutations of the catalytic triad residues (Table 1). This
emphasizes the significance and importance of molecular dynamics
simulations method reported here, for probing the underlying
molecular mechanisms. The functional consequences of those
mutants where the mutational residues are distal to the functional
sites but still disease associated were examined. We found that
mutants I46V, K17E and R31K, which retain partial ribonucleolytic
activity, possess hydrogen bond interaction paths that mediate
through both Thr44 and Leu115 (Figure 5). Similar paths were
observed for N49S. However, for D22G, which exhibited a strong
conformational change in His114, a single path through Leu115 was
identified (Figure 5). The T80S mutant has two hydrogen bond
interaction paths - the first traverses through Leu115 and the second
connects the point of mutation Ser80 directly to Thr44 and influ-
ences His114 through a short-circuited path Ser80-Thr44-Gln117-
Asp116-His114. The short path through Ser80 may be responsible
for stronger conformational changes in His114 for T80S (Figure 5).
No hydrogen bond interaction paths were observed for the other ANG
mutants K54E, F100I, R121C and R121H. However, for V103I, which
does not show any conformational switching of His114, a different
hydrogen bond path not mediated through Thr44 was observed
(Figure 6). This shows that hydrogen bond interaction path from

Figure 5 | Identified hydrogen bond interaction paths from the site of mutation to His114 in ANG mutants. Observed hydrogen bond interaction paths

from the site of mutation to catalytic residue His114 are presented for I46V, K17E, R31K, D22G, N49S and T80S angiogenin mutants. The node

represents the amino acid residue linked through hydrogen bond and edge represents the bond length between them. Simulation results show that these

hydrogen bond interaction paths are conserved and hence induces loss of ribonucleolytic activity in ANG mutants.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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the site of mutation to His114 is a crucial and useful parameter that
could distinguish between mutations that cause a loss of ribonucleo-
lytic activity from those that do not.

To confirm that the conformational change of His114 results in
loss of ribonucleolytic activity in certain ANG mutants, molecular
docking of the mutant ANG protein with NCI-65828, a known
inhibitor of ribonucleolytic activity, was performed. The average
binding energies calculated were distinctly lower for mutants with
altered His114 conformation (Supplementary Table S2) compared to
WT-ANG and mutants retaining native His114 conformation.

We now consider the loss of nuclear translocation activity of ANG
mutants in relation to reported ALS pathogenesis. We observed that
the SASA values of WT-ANG and mutants I46V, K17E, R31K,
D22G, N49S, T80S and R121C were very high compared to mutants

V103I, K54E, F100I and R121H (Figures 7a and 7b). Based on this
demarcation, we predict that I46V, K17E, R31K, D22G, N49S, T80S
and R121C would retain their nuclear translocation activity while
V103I, K54E, F100I and R121H would exhibit loss of it. Our predic-
tions for I46V, K17E, R31K and R121H were found to be in agree-
ment with recently reported experimental results11. It is interesting to
note that our method correctly predicts no loss in nuclear transloca-
tion activity for R31K mutant, which embeds an altered nuclear
translocation sequence 31KRR33 (Figure 7a). Crabtree et al.10 have
previously discussed that like arginine, lysine can also function in
nuclear translocation sequences. Further, it has been seen that in
bovine, pig, mouse, and rabbit, ANG contains lysine instead of argi-
nine and retains its nuclear translocation activity. Our simulation
results indicate that R31K mutant is ALS pathogenic possibly due to
loss of ribonucleolytic activity and not due to loss of nuclear trans-
location activity.

An interesting case was observed for R121C missense mutation in
ANG. Although previous reports show that ALS patients with SOD1-
G93D mutation exhibit slow disease progression, an Italian patient
bearing an additional ANG-R121C mutation, died after 30 months of
symptom onset23. This gave the impression that ANG-R121C muta-
tion may have accelerated the disease progression. However, our
simulation results show that R121C-ANG mutant did not exhibit
any loss-of-functions (ribonucleolytic activity and nuclear transloca-
tion activity), suggesting some unknown mechanism possibly
enhanced the rapid disease progression.

We have established through this work that conformational
switching of His114, presence of the conserved hydrogen bond inter-
action path mediated through Leu115 and reduction of SASA of
nuclear localization signal residues 31RRR33 in ANG mutants are
global attributes that distinguish deleterious from benign mutations.
Using these attributes we predicted the functional loss mechanisms
of known ANG mutants. We have also made prediction on how
mutants, for which experimental data has not yet been reported,
are ALS associated. By our method, mutants D22G, T80S and
N49S exhibited loss of ribonucleolytic activity and mutants F100I
and V103I exhibited loss of nuclear translocation activity. The static
picture of mutant proteins obtained by modeling the mutation fol-
lowed by energy minimization does not yield a satisfactory explana-
tion about the molecular mechanisms. We have shown how our
method based on time evolution studies of MD simulations gives
insights into the molecular mechanisms of mutations causing dis-
ease. With this computational protocol, the functional loss mechan-
isms of newly identified ANG mutations and their association with
ALS can be predicted ahead of experimental findings. Creation of a
predictive tool for ANG mutations based on these global attributes
will help clinicians to understand ALS pathogenesis and progression.
Further studies are in progress to understand functional impli-
cations of ANG mutations using accelerated molecular dynamics
simulations.

Methods
Preparation of starting structures and MD simulations. The X-ray crystal structure
of human angiogenin15 obtained from Protein Data Bank (PDB code: 1B1I) was used
as the starting structure for MD simulations. Heteroatoms, crystallographic waters
and cofactor, CIT were removed from the structure prior to simulation. The starting
structures of the mutants were modeled in silico by mutating the target residues with
the desired amino acids keeping the secondary structure intact. Hydrogen atoms were
added using the Xleap tool of Amber 10 24. The system was subsequently solvated with
TIP3P water in an octahedral box with ,10 Å between the protein surface and the box
boundary25. Each of the systems was electrostatically neutralized by the addition of
Cl2 counter ions. The SANDER module of AMBER 10 package with the "ff99SB"
force field was used for all MD simulations26.

The MD simulations were carried out for 25 ns for all the ALS associated ANG
mutants except Q12L, C39W, K40I, H114R, F-13S, F-13L, M-24I and P-4S (Table 1).
MD simulations of Q12L, C39W, K40I and H114R mutants were not performed
because the mutational sites were close to or located at the catalytic site. C39W
mutation eliminates its disulphide bridge with C92 and consequently loses its
ribonucleolytic activity10. The other three mutants (P-4S, F-13L, F-13S and M-24I)

Figure 6 | Identified hydrogen bond interaction path from the site of
mutation Ile103 to His114 in V103I mutant. The observed hydrogen

bond interaction path from the site of mutation Ile103 to catalytic residue

His114 is shown. The amino acid residues represented by the nodes are

linked through hydrogen bonds. The numerical values shown on the edges

are the hydrogen bond lengths. That is a different hydrogen bond

interaction path, neither mediated through Leu115 nor through Thr44 and

it is not crucial to the loss of ribonucleolytic activity.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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are not located in the mature protein because they are present in the signal peptide
region of ANG.

Each simulation was performed for 25 ns in the isothermal isobaric ensemble
(NPT). For each system, the standard simulation protocol was followed as reported in
our previous article7. Each system was energy minimized for 2500 steps of steepest
descent followed by 1000 steps conjugate gradient minimization to eliminate close
van der Waals contacts and then gradually heated from 0 to 300 K in 200 ps followed
by constant temperature equilibration at 300 K for 1000 ps. Following this, 25 ns
production MD runs were carried out with periodic boundary conditions in the NPT
ensemble, at a temperature of 300 K with Berendsen temperature coupling and a
constant pressure of 1 atm with isotropic molecule-based scaling27. Bond lengths
involving bonds to hydrogen(s) were constrained using SHAKE algorithm28.
Long-range electrostatic forces were calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME)
method29. The energy stabilization and the root mean square deviations (RMSD) of
the protein were analyzed by sampling the coordinates of the trajectory at every 1 ps.
The analyses of MD simulations were carried out by PTRAJ module of AMBER 10.
MD simulations were performed on a 320 processor SUN Microsystems cluster at the
Supercomputing Facility (http://www.scfbio-iitd.res.in) of Indian Institute of
Technology Delhi.

MD simulation protocol has been validated based on the crystal structure of
WT-ANG. Also, several parameters and methodology were evaluated to validate the
MD protocol. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) values were monitored for
WT-ANG and each of the ANG mutants (I46V, K17E, R31K, D22G, N49S, T80S,
V103I, K54E, F100I, R121C and R121H) from 25 ns simulation trajectory (see
supplementary Figure S1). The RMSD of each mutant was compared with the
computed RMSD of the WT-ANG and other mutants. It was found that the RMSD
data of all the mutants behaved similarly to WT-ANG RMSD profile. We noticed that
ANG mutants I46V and T80S have marginally higher RMSD profiles compared to all
other ANG mutants while V103I had a higher RMSD at around 10 ns and stabilized
thereafter (see supplementary Figure S1).

Docking of NCI-65828 with ANG. The loss of ribonucleolytic activity for the ANG
mutants was studied using ParDOCK, which is an all atom energy based Monte Carlo
docking protocol16–19. We have retrieved structures of docked complex for every
nanosecond from the simulation. The binding free energy was calculated for each
docked complex consisting of the mutant and the known inhibitor (NCI-65828) of
ribonucleolytic activity of ANG and averaged over all the structures. ParDOCK
requires a reference complex (target protein bound to a reference ligand) and a

Figure 7 | Computed solvent accessible surface area of 31RRR33 from MD simulations. (a) Computed solvent accessible surface area from MD

simulations of nuclear localization signal residues 31RRR33 for WT-ANG and I46V, K17E, R31K, D22G, N49S, T80S and R121C angiogenin mutants.

Solvent accessible surface area of 31RRR33 is represented as R31: black, R32: red and R33: green colored lines. SASA was calculated starting from the energy

minimized structure. (b) Computed solvent accessible surface area from MD simulations of nuclear localization signal residues 31RRR33 for V103I, K54E,

F100I and R121H angiogenin mutants. Solvent accessible surface area of 31RRR33 is represented as R31: black, R32: red and R33: green colored lines. SASA

was calculated starting from the energy minimized structure.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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candidate molecule along with a specific mention of the centre of mass of the cavity
on which the ligand is to be docked. The Active Site Prediction server
(http://www.scfbio-iitd.res.in/dock/ActiveSite.jsp) was used for the prediction of
active sites, which computes cavities (potential binding sites) in the protein. The
cavity that lies in closest proximity to His114 was used for docking the compound
NCI-65828.

SASA calculation of nuclear localization signal residues 31RRR33. SASA of nuclear
localization signal residues 31RRR33, was calculated using MolSpace (previously called
SurfVol) (http://www.compbiochem.org/Software/molspace/Home.html), a Plug-in
for Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software (version 1.9.1)12. SASA was
calculated for all the ANG mutants using a probe radius of 1.4 Å.

Graphics. All figures were generated using the PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org)30.
Hydrogen bond interaction network figures were generated using Cytoscape
(http://www.cytoscape.org/)14.
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